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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 In this chapter, the researcher presents the review of theoretical writings 

and researches related to the study matter. It consists of some section namely: 

Langage testing, TOEFL, IELTS, TAEP, writing, proceses of writing, and writing 

achievement. 

2.1  Language Testing 

 Language testing is one of the important components in language learning 

process. it is not only to support learning process but also to determine learning 

objective (Davies,1990). From that statement, it is concluded that language test is 

needed to know the ability to understand the language, how fluenct and accurate 

in using the language. 

 Nowadays, language testing is important in our life. It will support us in 

several aspects. Like what He (2001, in Cheng, 2008) that English testing is not 

only used for academic aspect but also seeking promotion in government, 

scientific research, financial, business, and other government-supported 

institution. There are several language testing that is made according to the needs 

and levels of examinees.  In Indonesia, TOEFL and IELTS are the most popular 

language tests that is used in education system especially in University system. 

For several University, TOEFL is a requirement to apply study. In addition, there 

are some language testing made by educational institutions that have been adapted 

to International standard to facilitate the examines like TAEP that is made by 

University of Muhammadiyah Malang.    
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2.1.1 Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) 

 TOEFL is English language testing which aims to measure the ability to 

understand and use English in high level.  TOEFL can be applied by all people in 

the world, from students to job seekers. Based on TOEFL website, it is said that 

more than 10,000 institutions in the world admit the score of TOEFL.  

 In Indonesia, TOEFL has been several developments in the 

implementation. For the first time, Indonesia uses TOEFL Paper Based Test 

(TOEFL PBT) that is used from the year 1964 up to 1998. Then its developed into 

TOEFL Computer Based Test (TOEFL CBT). TOEFL CBT  used from the year 

1988 up to 2005. The development of the Internet makes TOEFL in Indonesia is 

also growing. Since 2005, Indonesia uses TOEFL Internet Based Test (TOEFL 

iBT).  

 All of the skill in English are tested in TOEFL, according to King and 

Stanley (1989) in Fahrimawati (2004), TOEFL tests five skill in English namely; 

listening, reading, writing,  structure, and vocabulary. Hense, based on 

Educational Testing Service; 2018, TOEFL iBT Test Content; 

https://www.ets.org/toefl/ibt/about/content/; accessed on March 6, that is already 

developed, TOEFL iBT tests reading, speaking, listening and writing skill. The 

section of TOEFL iBT is explained as follow: 

3.1 Table of TOEFL iBT’ section 

Section Length Questions 

Reading 

Listening 

Break 

Speaking 

Writing 

60-80 minutes 

60-90 minutes 

10 minutes 

20 minutes 

50 minutes 

36-56 multiple-choice 

34-51 Multiple-choice 

- 

6 tasks 

2 task 

  

https://www.ets.org/toefl/ibt/about/content/
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 Based on website, the sum of the TOEFL iBT score is 0-120. Score in 

TOEFL iBT is valid for two years. TOEFL iBT website claims that there is no 

failure in TOEFL. Score is counting based on test taker perfomance in answer the 

test. It is also said that every institution that provides TOEFL iBT as reqruitment 

has different standard in TOEFL iBT.  

2.1.2 International English Language Testing System (IELTS) 

 IELTS is another famous English language test. IELTS is language test 

made by British Council which aims to assess people English language 

proficiency who want to migration or study abroad. IELTS is divided into two in 

the process name, Academic and General Training. The application of the type is 

tailored to the need of examinees. Based on the IELTS website, IELTS Academic 

is intended for examinees who wish to apply their study in undergraduate or 

postgraduate level as well as for the submission of the professional ladder. IELTS 

General Training is intended for examinees who want to migrate to Australia, 

Canada, New Zealand and The United Kingdom (UK). 

    IELTS test four skill in English namely, Listening, reading, speaking and 

writing skill. Both of IELTS types have the same section but have different 

content of test that explains in Kaplan Edupac; 2016; IELTS Program; 

http://www.kaplan-jkt.com/programs/ielts/; accessed on March 6, 2018, as follow 

3.2 Table of IELTS’ section 

           Section            Length      Question Types 

Listening 30 minutes 40 questions in 4 sections 

Reading 60 minutes 40 questions in 3 sections 

Writing 60 minutes 1 topic in 150 words and 1 

topic in 250 words 

Speaking 11-14 minutes 3 sections 

http://www.kaplan-jkt.com/programs/ielts/
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Scoring in IELTS is different from another language testing. Based on 

Kaplan Edupac; 2016; IELTS Program; http://www.kaplan-

jkt.com/programs/ielts/; accessed on March 6, 2018, the official website of IELTS 

center in Jakarta, scoring in IELTS is divided into nine bands as follows: 

3.3 Table of IELTS’ score  

Bands Meaning 

9 Bands (Expert User) Very decent and able to use all of the English skill,  good 

in fluency and accuracy in the understanding of direct 

and indirect communication in English, perfect in 

mastery complex details. 

8 Bands (Very Good User) Good enough in the mastery of the language, there are 

only a few shortcomings in interpreting certain situations, 

understand the complex details.  

7 Bands (Good User) Mastering the complex language even though it has few 

misunderstanding in the unfamiliar situation. 

6 Bands (Competent User) Able to use and understand the complex language in a 

familiar situation, good in communication in English 

despite some inaccuracies and misunderstanding. 

5 Bands (Modest User) Has many errors in understanding meaning of English 

situations, enough to master basic communication in 

English. 

 

4 Bands (Limited User) Quite understandable in English’ familiar 

communication/situations and have difficulty in complex 

language. 

3 Bands (Extremely Limited 

User) 

Understand the general meaning and basic 

communication in the English language 

2  Bands (Intermittents User)  Only understand in basic information with short 

sentences and have limited vocabulary in the English 

language. 

1 Band (Non-user) No ablity in understanding English language. 

 

2.1.3 Test of Academic English Proficiency (TAEP) 

 TAEP is Test of Academic English Proficiency. TAEP is English 

Language test made by University of Muhammdiyah Malang and managed by 

Langauge Center (LC). TAEP is the obligation for UMM’ students. Students are 

required to follow TAEP in three times. First is held for the new student in all 

major of UMM. Second is held when students pass ESP program. The last is held 

when the students have graduated from the college.  

http://www.kaplan-jkt.com/programs/ielts/
http://www.kaplan-jkt.com/programs/ielts/
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TAEP is superior to another langauge testing on listening section. Based 

on Surya (2015), the chief of LC said that TAEP listening section has different 

English accents. It is caused by the involvement of foreign students who have 

been selected in the process of making TAEP listening section. Besides, TAEP 

test does not have writing section. Writing section is replaced by structure section. 

In the structure section, the students will be given some sentences that have one 

wrong in structure, the students have to find the wrong one of the sentences. In 

TAEP test, students do not have the speaking section. 

Based on LC official website, TAEP is made to test the ability in English 

for the non-native speaker. TAEP is fit for students, lectures, job seekers and all 

classes of various levels. TAEP  was made for the first time in December 2014 

and have been registered since 2016.  

TAEP have three section like explain in Infokom UMM; 2018; TAEP 

(Test of Academic English Proficiency); http://lc.umm.ac.id/id/pages/taep-test-of-

academic-english-proficiency.html; accessed on March 6, 2018, as follow: 

3.4 Table of TAEP’ section 

Section Number of 

question 

Lenght  Format 

    

Listening  40 30 Multiple choices 

Structure 
40 25 Error recognition and 

multiple choices 

Reading  45 55 Multiple choices 

 Based on Infokom UMM; 2018; TAEP (Test of Academic English 

Proficiency); http://lc.umm.ac.id/id/pages/taep-test-of-academic-english-

http://lc.umm.ac.id/id/pages/taep-test-of-academic-english-proficiency.html
http://lc.umm.ac.id/id/pages/taep-test-of-academic-english-proficiency.html
http://lc.umm.ac.id/id/pages/taep-test-of-academic-english-proficiency.html
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proficiency.html; accessed on March 6, 2018, TAEP has test content and text 

genre  as follow: 

3.5  Table of TAEP’ content 

Section Content Genre 

Listening (4 

sections) 
 Making inferences 

 Finding main ideas 

 Understanding short conversations 

Daily conversation, short 

functional text (announcement, 

advertisement) 

Structure (2 

sections) 
 Tenses 

 Subject-verb agreement 

 Adjective, Adverb, Noun clause 

Prescribed and authentic 

materials (academic and 

business) 

Reading (10 

passages) 
 Finding main ideas 

 Making conclusion 

 Making inferences 

 Finding word meaning 

 

Literature, geography, biology, 

history, social science, general 

knowledge, authentic materials 

(announcement, newspaper, 

advertisement, memo, letter, 

short message services, e-mail, 

ticketing, bibliography) and 

current issues covering wide 

range of topics 

 

2.2 Writing  

 Based on Barnett (1992) statement, writing is an expression of the way 

students think. From that statement, the researcher concludes that writing is one of 

the ways for students to communicate and make creation. Students used their 

creativity and thought to choose the topic in free writing. Hence, In writing 

academic, students are trained to arrange the topic sentences and supporting 

sentences become a good paragraph appropriate the rule of writing.   

 Like another skill, writing has been taught to students ranging from 

elementary school to college. The material taught in the writing increases 

according to the students level. Writing is taught from symbols, letters, words, 

sentences, and paragraph. In University of Muhammadiyah Malang, writing is 

http://lc.umm.ac.id/id/pages/taep-test-of-academic-english-proficiency.html
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taught firstly in the third semester. In Writing I, students are taught to choose 

appropriate word, make simple sentences, complex sentences, complex compound 

sentences. In the fourth semester, students get writing II. In writing II students are 

taught to make a paragraph. They learn and practice to make the descriptive, 

narrative, expository and persuasive paragraph. In the fifth semester, the students 

have two kinds of writing class, writing III and thesis writing. In writing III, 

students are taught how to make good long paragraph and essay while in thesis 

writing, students are taught to compose chapter 1 to 3 in a thesis.  

2.3 Proceses of Writing  

 Writing is a process of thinking (Brown, 2001). Students have to be patient 

in following the step of writing. Before start writing, students choose the idea that 

is supporting with reads the several references related to the topic. Then, students 

make the outline. Finally, students face the editing step. In this step, students 

check and re-read the writing product. This step aims to select the error of writing 

such as the error in grammar, punctuation, sentences structure and word spelling.   

 Based on Oshima and Hogue (1999) in Mukholidiyah (2016), writing as 

particularly academic writing which is not easy for students. Students must 

understand some criteria consider making a good writing. The criteria are 

explained as follow:  

a. Unity  

 In writing, the writer must determine the topic sentence and arrange 

support sentences. It supports with Oshima and Hogue (1999) statement said that 

the main idea becomes the topic sentences and supporting sentences is used to 

explain and prove the topic sentence. From that statement, the researcher 
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concludes that one paragraph only focuses on one topic sentences and details are 

explained in supporting sentences to develop topic sentences. 

b. Coherence 

After determining the topic sentences, writer composes and build the 

relationship between the topic sentences and supporting sentences. The supporting 

sentences support the topic sentences. Every sentence in the paragraph must be 

sequential. The paragraph composing should be rationally based on the fact. The 

sentences must provide sequential information in order to be easily understood by 

the readers. According to Oshima and Hogue (as cited in Mukholidiyah, 2016), 

there are four criteria that must be undertaken by the students to get coherence in 

writing paragraph namely, repetition of key nouns, consistency of pronouncing, 

transition signals, and logical’ order. 

c. Cohesion 

 Cohesion is the third element of good writing. Based on Salkie (1995), 

cohesion is the strategy in creating a text which includes ties and connection in the 

text.  Cohesion and coherence are related to each other. According to McGee 

(2009), the relationship between cohesion and coherence is aligned in literature. 

That statement is supported by Halliday and Hassan (1976) statement. They argue 

that cohesion is a semantic concept which is indicating meaning in the text. 

Cohesion is divided into two branches: grammatical cohesion and lexical 

cohesion. In Halliday and Hassan (985) word:  

cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some elements in the 

discourse is dependent on that of another. The one presupposes the other, 

in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded except by recourse to it. 

When this happens, a relation of cohesion is set up, and the two elements, 
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the presupposing and the presupposed, are thereby at least potentially 

integrated into a text.  

From those statements, the researcher concludes that cohesion links two or 

more elements in the text to make it harmonize. Further, cohesion and coherence 

tied to each other.  

2.4 Writing Achievement 

 According to Good (as cited in Mirs, 2013), achievement is defined as 

students’ knowledge attained or skill developed that is measured by the students’ 

performance in the class as well as some test score given by the teacher.  From the 

statement, the researcher concludes that writing achievement is the students' 

ability to understand and solve the problem in writing learning process based their 

knowledge the teacher taught. After the students get the learning materials, the 

teacher can test the ability of students by giving a test. With the test, the teacher 

can see the performance of the students. The test aims to measure student ability 

to achieving learning objectives. It is line with Hornby (in Rachmawati, 2013) 

said that target learning is achieved by students through some effort and skill.  

To summarize, this chapter has already discussed few definitions and 

theoretical view about langage testing, TOEFL, IELTS, TAEP, writing, proceses 

of writing, and writing achievement and related study. In conducting this research 

the procedures and theoretical views will be discussed in Chapter III such as 

research design, population sample, research instrument, data collection, and data 

analysis. 


